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This paper offers a systematic study of the Mycenaean adjectives in -te-ri-jo / -tḗrios. Its
purpose is twofold: first, to examine whether the suffix -tḗrios was already fossilized in
the Mycenaean period (-tḗrios vs. -tḗr + ios); second, to define the semantic values
associated with this suffix in the same period. Particular attention will be paid to the
interpretation of the Mycenaean words pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo

El presente trabajo presenta un estudio sistem�atico de los adjetivos mic�enicos en -te-ri-jo
/ -tḗrios. El prop�osito es doble: por un lado, determinar si el sufijo -tḗrios est�a ya
fosilizado en �epoca mic�enica (-tḗrios vs. -tḗr + ios); por otro, delimitar los valores
sem�anticos asociados a este sufijo en este periodo. Se presta especial atenci�on a la
interpretaci�on de los vocablos mic�enicos pu-te-ri-ja y ko-re-te-ri-jo.

[Spanish]

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this article is to offer an analysis of the Mycenaean adjectives ending in the syllabic
sequence -te-ri-jo. It will consider first at what stage in the formation process these adjectives
were in the second millennium BC (-tḗrios vs. -tḗr + ios) and will then proceed to narrow
down the semantic values that can be associated with them through an examination of the
Mycenaean corpus and a comparison with the semantic values of the adjectives in -tḗrios
attested in alphabetic Greek.

The suffix -tḗrios is formed from the deverbal suffix -tḗr and the suffix -io- (IE *-yo-), both of
which are of Indo-European origin. The suffix -io- produces adjectives of Pertaining in a
broad sense. As for the suffix -tḗr, it had the semantic value of Agent in Indo-European but
came to denote both the Agent (pu-te *phutḗr ‘planter’, pi-ri-je-te *pr�ıetḗr ‘cutler’, a3-te *aitḗr
‘inlayer’) and the Instrument (o-pi-ra3-te-re *opirhaist�êres ‘metal fittings’, au-te austḗr
‘kindler’) in Mycenaean.

The Mycenaean texts contain certain terms with the suffix -te-ri-jo/-ja which can either be
interpreted as adjectives in -tḗrios/-ia or as nouns in -tḗrion/-ia.1 Although interpretation ismade

*This paper is part of the research project LERMIC ‘L�exico religioso del mic�enico: conceptos, pr�acticas, objetos’
(‘Mycenaean Greek Lexicon: concepts, practices, objects’) which is funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and
Innovation (PID2020-118204GA-I00). I would like to thank Eugenio R. Luj�an, Berta Gonz�alez Saavedra, Maurizio
Del Freo and Luz Conti for their help in the preparation of the article. The final version has greatly benefited from the
comments and suggestions of two anonymous reviewers, to whom I am very grateful. Any mistakes remain my
responsibility.

1On the origins of the nouns in -t�erion, see Luj�an and Abad (2014: 258–9).
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difficult by the nature of theLinearB syllabary and the typologyof the texts, it is generally agreed
that a first distinction can be made between nouns and adjectives in -te-ri-jo/-ja:

Nouns:2 po-ro-e-ke-te-ri-ja, ko-te-ri-ja, to-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo, re-ke(-e)-to-ro-te-ri-jo, po-re-
no-zo-te-ri-ja (?), po-re-no-tu-ṭẹ[-ri-ja (?)

Adjectives:3 sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja, to-ka-te-ri-ja, pu-te-ri-ja, ko-re-te-ri-jo, tu-ru-pte-ri-ja, ra-
pte-ri-ja, pa-ke-te-ri-ja (?)

The methodology used in this paper follows the ideas expressed by Luj�an regarding the
merging of the analysis of grammatical and derivational morphemes. As the author remarks,
‘we know now that lexical and grammatical morphemes constitute a continuum, and their
meanings are organized in the same way – inside a cognitive frame, we can assume that in
both cases there are core and peripheral meanings, but that the borders between these
meanings are synchronically blurry, which allows for transitions and semantic changes over
time. Derivational morphemes are in a certain sense midway between lexical and grammatical
morphemes’. (Luj�an 2010: 163).

Thus, following this semantic classification of the terms according to their formation, the
nouns can be divided into two groups:4

1 -te-ri-jo/-ja forms nouns of Instrument: pο-ro-e-ke-te-ri-ja *prohelkt�er�ı�a ‘ladle’ (PY Ta
709.1), ko-te-ri-ja *kh�ostḗria ‘shovels’ (PY Ta 709.1) and po-re-no-zo-te-ri-ja perhaps
*phor�eno-ds�ostḗria ‘belts of the po-re-na’ or a festival name (PY Un 443.2).

2 -te-ri-jo/-ja forms festival names:5 to-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo *thornohelkt�er�ı�oi (-�on) ‘(festival) in
which the throne is pulled’ (PY Fr 1222);6 re-ke(-e)-to-ro-te-ri-jo *lekhe(hei)str�ot�er�ı�oi (-�on)
‘(festival) in which the bed is spread’ (PY Fr 343, Fr 1217.2)7 and po-re-no-tu-ṭẹ[-ri-ja
perhaps *phor�enothut�er�ı�ai, a festival related to the po-re-na (PY Ua 1413), if the
reconstruction is accepted.

Although there is some agreement on the classification of the semantic values of the nouns in -
tḗrion, this is not the case with the adjectives. In fact, these are usually not differentiated from
the group of adjectives in -io-, such as ra-wa-ke-si-jo *lawag�esios ‘belonging to the ra-wa-ke-ta’
or da-mi-jo *d�ámios ‘(land) of the da-mo’.8 A fresh examination of the evidence is therefore

2 The interpretation of the term e-re-u-te-ri-[ in PY An 18.1, which could read e-re-u-te-ri-jạ̣[ according to the
apparatus of PTT3 p. 22, is uncertain. It could be a form derived from the family of ele�utheros ‘free’, well documented
in Mycenaean (e-re-u-te-ro ele�utheros, e-re-u-te-ro-se �eleuth�er�ose (aor. Ind.) or eleutherṓsei (fut. Ind.)), or perhaps a
term related to e-re-u-te-re ereutêrei (dat. sg.?) ‘inspector’. See Ruijgh (1967: 188).

3 ẹ-re-te-ri-ja might be an ethnic adjective in -ιο- derived from an unknown toponym, according to Melena (2000:
381). However, ẹ-re-te-ri-ja in PY Pa 889 parallels pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja in Pa 398. It might be suggested then that we are
dealing with the geographical location of the qa-si-re-wi-ja where the *169 (‘beds’) are being produced. If so, Ἐqέsqιa
cannot be excluded as a likely place-name.

4 See Guilleux (2008: 346); Luj�an-Ruiz Abad (2014: 258–9). There seems to be no evidence of nouns of Location
with the suffix -tḗrion in Mycenaean, although they are common in alphabetic Greek (khrestḗrion ‘the seat of an
oracle’, bouleutḗrion ‘council-chamber’, etc.).

5 These are all verbal government compounds in which the nominal element acts as a complement to the verb. See
Guilleux (2008: 347).

6 There are other possibilities too. See DMic. s.v. and LGM s.vv. hqόmοm, hqόmος.
7 Piquero (forthcoming). For the form re-ke(�e)-to-ro-te-ri-jo, see Meissner (2004). See also DMic. s.v. and LGM

s.v. kέvος.
8 For example, Garc�ıa Ram�on (2016: 237). Ruijgh (1967: 134–5) mentions them but does not consider them to

form a distinct group from the adjectives in -i-jo from a semantic point of view.
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required in order to shed some light on the questions that still surround the semantic
interpretation of the Mycenaean adjectives in -te-ri-jo (Section 2).

2. ANALYSIS OF THE CORPUS OF MYCENAEAN ADJECTIVES IN -TE-RI-JO / -TḖR(+)IOS

Mycenaean shows an ending in -te-ri-jo/-ja in some terms that are interpreted as adjectives.
This ending is generally considered to be the suffix -tḗrios/-ia, but there is no consensus as to
whether the suffix was already fossilized in Mycenaean (-tḗrios) or should still be interpreted
as the combination of two suffixes (-tḗr + ios). This uncertainty creates problems of semantic
interpretation, since despite the formal connection between the suffixes the meanings
proposed by scholars vary.

2.1. sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja

The term sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja appears on two tablets from Knossos (KT VI): KN Cf 941.B (ex C
(2)) and KN X 9191.a (if one accepts the reconstruction).9 It is also expressed through the
adjunct sa, attested on KN C 394, D 5954 and C 7063.2 (ex U):

(1) KN Cf 941 A. OVISm 8 [

B. pa-ro / a-pi-qo-ta , sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja , OVISf 10 [

v. A. ⟦                                                                                 ⟧ [

B. ⟦wi-jạ̣[ ⟧ [

(2) KN X 9191 a. ] sa-pa-ka-ṭẹ[-ri-ja?

b. ]ḍẹ , / u-ta-no , [

(3) KN C 394 1. vac.[

2. qe-[

3. BOSm 1 sa OVISm[

4. pạ̣-ja-ọ-ne / pa-ḍẹ[

5. ]vest.[

v. 

1. ]no

2. ]sa OVISm 1 sa CAPm 1[

3. ]we  pạ̣ OVISm 1        [

4. ] vest. [

5. inf. mut.

(4) KN D 5954 sup. mut.

]ḳẹ-mo / sa ỌṾỊṢṃ [

̣

9 Perhaps also on KN C 1561.
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(5) KN C 7063 1. ] vacat

2. ]ṣạ OVISm 2  OVISf 1 *190 6  VIN [

3. ] OVISf 1 pa OVISf 1  *190 4

4. ]OVISx 2[ ] ỌṾỊṢx̣ [

As can be seen, both the complete word and the adjunct sa accompany references to animals,
specificallysheepandgoats.Thetermisgenerally interpretedasaneuterpluraladjective sa-pa-ka-
te-ri-ja *sphaktḗria ‘(animals) for sacrifice’.10 This adjective in -tḗrioswould derive from a noun
*sphaktḗr, which is not attested in Greek of the first millennium BC

11 but may be found in
Mycenaean on MY Ue 611.3: pa-ke-te-re *sphakt�êres ‘vessels which pick up the blood of a
sacrificed animal’ (but cf. Section 2.7). In principle, adjectives in -tḗrios should derive from agent
nouns in -tḗr,12 but if pa-ke-te-re is to be interpreted as *sphakt�êres, *sphaktḗr would only be
attested inMycenaean as a noun of Instrument.13 However, one cannot exclude the existence in
Mycenaean of an agent noun *sphaktḗr ‘sacrificer’ which is not preserved in the texts,14 or the
possibility that theadjective sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja is aderivative in -tḗriosof*sphagy�o ‘slay, slaughter’,
as will be argued below (Section 3.1).

Duetothepoorstateofthetablets,it isunclearwhethersa-pa-ka-te-ri-jaalwaysreferstoanimalsfor
ritual sacrifice. It seems, however, very likely, as can be inferred both from a comparison with other
similar texts containing the sequencepa-roandapersonalname (Killen 2015: 633–634)and fromthe
presence of the logogram *190 onKNC7063 (Piquero 2017: 69–70).

2.2. to-ka-te-ri-ja

The term to-ka-te-ri-ja is attested on PY Vn 1341.4 from Pylos:

(6) PY Vn 134115

sup. mut.
1. deest
2. ]-ṭẹ-ḍẹ-ṭạ, ḳị-wa-ra-e-ṛụ
3. pọ̣-ṭị-ṇị-ja
4. to-ka-te-ri-ja, ki-wa-ra
5. [•]-kụ-ḍạ-ṛụ-e
6. ḳụ-[•]-ka˻˼ki-wa-ra 5
7. ṭụ-[ ]pa-ṭạ-jo 200
8. ]vac.

inf.mut.

Two possible interpretations have been put forward to explain to-ka-te-ri-ja: *stokhastḗria
‘for making targets’16 and *storkhastḗria ‘for making enclosures’.17 The adjective modifies the

10 There are other less plausible options. See DMic.Supl. s.v. See also De Lamberterie (2021).
11 The later form sph�akt�es (or sphaktḗs) ‘slayer, murderer’ is attested in alphabetic Greek. See LSJ9 s.v.
12 Chantraine (1933: 43).
13 This semantic extension of the suffix -tḗr is common in Greek. See Luj�an (2010).
14 It has been suggested that ]pạ̣-ke-u (PY Qa(1) 1308) could be interpreted as *sphage�ys ‘slayer’. The word appears

in a sacrificial context in an inscription from Cos (SIG 1025.44; Cos, iv/iii B.C.). See LGM s.v. However, the word is
probably incomplete. In addition, it is possible that PY Qa(2) 1305 and PY Qa(1) 1308 were parts of the same tablet.
See PTT3, p. 181.

15 I follow the reading of PTT3 p. 219. A reading ]jọ̣-pi-do-ja is also possible in .3 according to PTT2, p. 264.
16 Killen (2015: 741).
17 Melena (1996: 169, n. 18).
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noun ki-wa-ra *skı̂wra perhaps ‘wickerwork’ (i.e. objects plaited with twigs),18 but the
meaning is obsure. The content of the tablet and its find-spot in Room 99 of the Northeastern
Building of Pylos suggest a relationship with industrial production. More specifically, its
comparison with PY Vn 1339 indicates that it records data about chariot manufacture and the
making of objects related to chariots and the production of weapons. This is revealed by the
presence of the term pa-ta-jo *paltai�ôn (gen. pl.?) ‘dart’, ‘javelin’ in line 6.

In this context, the interpretation of to-ka-te-ri-ja ki-wa-ra as *stokhastḗria *skı̂wra
‘wickerwork for targets’ seems more plausible, considering also the entry pa-ta-jo in the same
document.19 The term to-ka-te-ri-ja *stokhastḗria ‘for targets’ is an adjective in -tḗr(+)ios
derived from an noun of Agent or Instrument *stokhastḗr,20 which in turn derives from
stokh�adsomai ‘to target’. However, as in the previous case, it might be an adjective in -tḗrios
derived from stokh�adsomai through an already fossilized suffix -tḗrios (Section 3.1).

The meaning is therefore ‘wickerwork for targets’, perhaps for the use of the ‘javelins’
recorded on the same tablet.

2.3. pu-te-ri-ja

The term pu-te-ri-ja is attested on the Knossos tablets KN Uf(3) 981.b, Uf(3) 1022.b and
Uf(3) 1031.b,21 where it modifies the term ko-to-i-na kto�ına ‘plot of land’:

(7) KN Uf(3) 981
a. ko-ṭọ-i-na [
b. e-ri-ke-re-we / e-ke-pu-te-ri-ja [

(8) KN Uf(3) 1022
a. ko-to-ị[�na
b. pe-ri-qo-ta / e-ke-pu-te[�ri-ja

(9) KN Uf(3) 1031
a. ḳọ-to-i-na
b. pe-ri-je-ja / e-ke, pu-te-ri-ja DA 1 ti-ri-to

The word pu-te-ri-ja22 has been interpreted in different ways,23 but the most likely
reconstruction seems to be *phut�er�ıan (acc. sg.), an adjective in -t�er(+)ios derived from pu-
te *phutḗr ‘planter’, an agent noun in -tḗr derived, in turn, from the verb ph�y�o ‘to plant’.24 The
term pu-te *phutḗr ‘planter’ is securely attested on KN Uf(3) 835.b and Uf 5726.2, presumably
on Uf(3) 987, and perhaps also on Uf(3) 991 and Uf(3)1011.25

There are reasonable doubts as to the precise meaning of the term pu-te-ri-ja ko-to-i-na
*phut�er�ıan kto�ınan. The problem was already discussed by Ventris and Chadwick in the second
editionofDocuments inMycenaeanGreek (1973: 270),where theyproposedadouble translation:

18 Killen (2015: 742). See also DMic.Supl. s.v. ki-wa-ra.
19 But cf. Melena (1996: 169, n. 18): ‘an entry of “wicker hurdles” fits well among other commodities made from

twigs, including “shafts (?), quivers (?) for darts” X paltai�on’.
20 Later Greek preserves the term stokhastḗs ‘diviner’, ‘he who conjectures’ with a clear metaphorical sense. See

LSJ9 s.v.
21 On the Knossos Uf series, see Hiller (1983); Del Freo (2001); Zurbach (2017: 70–83). On KN Uf(3), see also Del

Freo (2005: 60–5).
22 The term appears without word-divider on two tablets (KN Uf(3) 981.b; 1022.b): e-ke-pu-te-ri-ja. Regarding the

scriptio continua in Mycenaean, see Del Freo (2016: 147).
23 Del Freo (2001: 31–32). See also DMic. s.v.
24 Del Freo (2001: 31); LGM s.v. φύx.
25 Hiller (1983: 182). KN Uf 8485.b, a very fragmentary document, preserves the sequence ]pu-te[ which may

belong to pu-te or pu-te-ri-ja, although a more accurate reconstruction is not possible.
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‘a plot suitable for planting; given to a gardener?’. Scholars have generally favoured the second
option,26 assuming that the suffix *-yo- attributes the meaning of Pertaining to the word: ‘a plot
belonging to a planter; a planter's plot’.Del Freo (2001: 31) notes that this construction parallels
ke-ke-me-no ko-re-te-ri-jo ‘(terrain) ke-ke-me-no du gouverneur’, an expression discussed below
(Section 2.4). In this sense, he maintains that pu-te-ri-ja plots were ‘inhabited’ by planters. This
view is in line with the idea that the lexicon of land expresses meanings with administrative
significance, aswould the termski-ti-me-na and ke-ke-me-nawhichmodify ko-to(-i)-na in Pylos,
although their exact content is still debated.27

The problemwith this interpretation is that one needs to explain the difference between having
the ‘plot of a planter’ (ko-to-i-na pu-te-ri-ja) and having a plot ‘as a planter’ (pu-te). Del
Freo (2001:41)argues thatthereweretwolevelsofoccupation: theplotswithpu-tewere inhabited
byplanters,while thepu-te-ri-japlots, althoughoriginallyassigned toplanters,were later granted
to other individuals. Moreover, on PY Na 520.B, some ‘planters’ (pu2-te-re) ki-ti-je-si *kt�ıensi
‘cultivate’ the land, a verbwhich is related to the IE root*tḱei- alsopresent inki-ti-me-na. It seems
therefore that the planters' task was to plant land with fruit trees,28 but also somehow be
responsible for the cultivation of flax.29

2.4. ko-re-te-ri-jo

The term ko-re-te-ri-jo appears on PY An(2) 830.6, which records ke-ke-me-na lands and a list
of qo-u-ko-ro ‘cowherds’:

(10) PY An(2) 830
1.      ] vacat [ 
2.      ]ke-ke-me[-no DA qs
3. ]di-ri-wa-ṣạ[ 
4. ma-ra-ti-sa     [
5.  vacat

a.               -no 
6. a-te-re-wi-ja , e-so , ko-re-te-ri-jo, ke-ke-me- DA 30[ 
7.  vacat
8. e-sa-re-wi-ja , ro-ro-ni-ja , te-u-po-ṛọ[ ]  vacat          [ 
9.      ]no  DA 50      [ ]  vacat          [ 
10.       ]qọ̣-ụ-ḳọ-ṛọ VIR 28        [ ] vacat 
11.  qo-]u-ko-ro, ra-wa-ra-ṭị-ja   ṾỊṚ ̣6̣6
12. o-pi-da-mi-jo, pi-*82, qo-ụ[-ko-]ṛọ VIR 60 
13. a2-ki-ja , qo-u-ko-ro                             VIR 60[ 
14.   vacat   [ 
15.  ] vacat         [ 

26 But cf. Adrados (1961: 289): “en Cnosos se trata de ko-to-na pu-te-ri-ja, φυsgqίaι, es decir, consistentes en
plantaciones (¿vi~nedo? ¿olivar?)”.

27 DMic s.vv.; LGM s.v. jsίfx; jιvάmx.
28 Hiller (1983).
29 For the Na series, see Perna (2004: 209–56).
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This document is a joint record of people by means of the logograms DA and VIR. These
groups are registered by places. VIR entries refer to cowherds, whereas DA entries are linked to
the presence of ke-ke-me-no, a land description qualified by place names and an adjective ko-
re-te-ri-jo.

Line 6 records 30 DA30 of ke-ke-me-na plots located in the interior (e-so *�ens�o) of the
region of a-te-re-wi-ja, north of the Further Province (pe-ra3-ko-ra-i-ja).

31 The meaning of the
term ko-re-te-ri-jo is unclear, although it is generally interpreted as an adjective modifying
the substantival participle ke-ke-me-no.32 In other words, the line refers to ke-ke-me-na plots
of the ko-re-te-ri-jo type. ko-re-te-ri-jo is most commonly interpreted as a derivative in -io- of
ko-re-te, the title of an official whose functions remain the subject of debate (Section 4).
Thus, the resulting reading would be ‘ke-ke-me-na plots of the ko-re-te’. In this case, the
suffix *-yo- would indicate Possession or, perhaps, Pertaining, as proposed for pu-te-ri-ja
(Section 2.3).

2.5. tu-ru-pte-ri-ja

The word tu-ru-pte-ri-ja is attested on the Pylos tablets PY An(6) 35.5 and PY Un(2) 443.1
and, in a very fragmentary context, on TI X 6.b and KN X 996:

(11) PY An(6) 3533

5. a-ta-ro, tu-ru-pte-ri-ja, o-no
6. LANA 2 CAP

f 4 *146 3 VIN 10 NI 4

(12) PY Un(2) 44334

1. ku-pi-ri-jo, tu-ru-pte-ri-ja, o-no LANA 10 *146 10

(13) TI X 6
a. ]37̣ ̣ [
b. ]4 M 7 tu-ru-pte-ri-jạ̣[

(14) KN X 98635

tu-ru-pe-te[

The word tu-ru-pte-ri-ja strypt�er�ıa ‘alum’ appears in texts from Pylos in a context of
commercial exchange: a-ta-ro receives wool, goats, textiles (*146), wine and figs in
exchange for alum; ku-pi-ri-jo receives only wool and textiles (*146).36 The interpretation
is based on the meaning of the term o-no *�onon ‘payment’, ‘profit’, and so it seems that
the Palace paid the individuals listed with products (wool, wine, textiles) in exchange for
alum. It is not clear what use the Mycenaeans made of alum,37 but the texts suggest
some connection with the dyeing of textiles, the stypsis process of perfumed oils and the
working of bronze.

30 Probably a land measurement unit. See Zurbach (2017: 153–7).
31 Del Freo (2005: 173).
32 The number is uncertain. It may be a nom. dual ke-ke-m�en�o, if the omitted noun is ko-to(-i)-na, which seems

likely.
33 Lines 1–4 of the text do not seem to be related to the annotations in lines 5–6. The full text can be found in PTT3

p. 23.
34 Lines 2–3 do not seem to be related to the annotation of line 1. The full text can be found in PTT3 p. 205.
35 tu-ru-pe-te[ is probably a graphic variant. See DMic. s.v.
36 Killen (2015: 658–659). It is also possible that they are not ‘traders’ vel sim. but bronze workers. See

Nakassis (2013: 99–100).
37 See Perna (2005).
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In any case, as far as the formation of the word is concerned, tu-ru-pte-ri-ja is a substantival
adjective strypt�er�ıa (IPri.364.14), presumably built on an agent noun *stryptḗr, related to
stryphn�os ‘sour, harsh, astringent’.38 It seems that its substantivation is due to its frequent
occurrence in the phrase g�ê st(r)ypt�er�ıa ‘earth that contracts, astringent’.39

2.6. ra-pte-ri-ja

The term ra-pte-ri-ja appears on PY Ub 1315.2 modifying the noun a-ni-ja (h)�ann�ıai ‘reins’:

The text40 records hides (di-pte-ra3) and products made of leather: reins (a-ni-ja) and halters
(po-qe-wi-ja). In some cases, the state of the reins and the halters is described: ne-wa or ra-pte-
ri-ja. There is no doubt that ne-wa should be interpreted as *n�ewai ‘new’. With regard to ra-
pte-ri-ja, the meaning ‘repaired’ has been proposed.41 Indeed, ra-pte-ri-ja *rhaptḗriai could be
an adjective in -io- derived from ra-pte *rhaptḗr ‘saddler’ (perhaps, ‘mender’)42 or an adjective
in -tḗrios derived from rh�apt�o ‘sew together, stitch’. The text would thus refer to reins which
are not new but have been darned, repaired, mended. However, in line with other
interpretations of the adjectives in -tḗrios, it seems that the meaning should be ‘reins intended
for the saddler’ rather than ‘repaired reins’, that is to say, reins which have not been repaired
yet but are due to be repaired. Even so, it is still possible to accept the meaning ‘repaired,
mended reins’ based on the general idea of the text, as the new objects seem to suggest a task
which is already completed and to which the scribe bears witness. As far as the semantic
interpretation of the adjective is concerned, it would have the value of Pertaining (Section 3).

2.7. pa-ke-te-ri-ja

The word pa-ke-te-ri-ja appears on the seal MY Wt 506.c-a qualifying ka-na-to:

(16) MY Wt 506
b. ka-na-to
c. pa-ke-te-ri-
a. -ja

The term pa-ke-te-ri-ja raises a number of problems of interpretation. According to scholars,
the word is either an adjective in -t�erios or a diminutive in -ιοm, in both cases derived from pa-

38 Melena (2014: 69). The most frequent term in Greek of the first millennium is stypt�er�ıa, whose relation, however,
to strypt�er�ıa is not secure. See Ruijgh (1967: 114) and the objections in D �ELG s.v. rsύφx. See also D �ELG s.v.
rsqυφmός and EDG s.v. rsqυφmός: ‘No convincing etymology. Clearly reminiscent of rsύφx “to astringe”. Perhaps it
derives from the same root, with secondary rsq-’.

39 LSJ9 s.v. rsυpsgqίa.
40 For a detailed interpretation of the text, see Bernab�e-Luj�an (2016: 568–71).
41 LGM s.v. ῥάpsx.
42 The term r�apt�es ‘one who stitches, clothes-mender’ is attested in later alphabetic Greek. See LSJ9 s.v.
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ke-te-re. Although the suggestion that it is related to pa-ke-te-re is plausible, a new problem
emerges with respect to the interpretation of the latter. The word is usually taken to denote an
artifact p�akt�êres (nom. pl.) ‘dowels’, ‘fixing pieces’ (cf. pḗgnymi) on PY Vn(2) 879.4, PY Wp
1415 and PY Vn(2) 46.6, if the reconstruction is accepted. However, the term is also attested
in Mycenae on tablet MY Ue 611.3, which lists vessels probably intended for a festival
banquet.43 In the case of Mycenae, the term has been interpreted as pakt�êres ‘containers for
cheeses’ or sphakt�êres ‘vessels which pick up the blood of a sacrificed animal’ (Section 2.1).44

The meaning of pa-ke-te-re thus remains an open question, although for the purposes of this
paper a reasonable hypothesis will still be advanced regarding the interpretation and meaning
of pa-ke-te-ri-ja.

The word pa-ke-te-ri-ja appears alongside the term ka-na-to on the seal MYWt 506. ka-na-to
is attested in three documents from Mycenae, MY Ue 611.3, Wt 502.b and Wt 506.b, and
probably in a text from Thebes, TH Ka 113. Since MY Ue 611 records a list of vessels and
containers for a festival banquet and in THKa 133 the word a-po-re-we amphor�êwes (nom. pl.)
‘jars’ appears, it has been proposed that the document from Thebes would record matters
similar to the former. This is the reason why ka-na-to has been interpreted as k�anasthon ‘wicker
basket’.MYUe611.3 indicates a possible relationship between pa-ke-te-re and ka-na-to: the two
terms are found together in the same line, while bothmay refer to vessels. A similar situation can
be gleaned onMYWt 506. Butwhat about pa-ke-te-ri-ja? The absence of aword-divider and the
lack of the enclitic conjunction -qe between the two terms of the seal (as onMYWt 511) seem to
suggest that pa-ke-te-ri-ja is an adjective in -t�erios rather than a diminutive of pa-ke-te-re. If so,
the phrase ka-na-to pa-ke-te-ri-ja bears a reasonable resemblance to other pairs commented
above, such as ko-to-i-na pu-te-ri-ja (Section 2.3), which show the structure Noun + Adj. Thus,
an interpretation ‘ka-na-to for pa-ke-te-re’ seems likely.

A final issue is the translation of the phrase. According to Ventris and Chadwick (1973: 496),
ka-na-to could be interpreted as gnathoi ‘cramps’. However, this poses the question of the
function of a cramp on a list of vessels. Consani and Negri (2016: 430) are perhaps right in
proposing a type of small stake (it. zipolo) whichwould serve to seal themouth of the vessels, but
it is impossible to confirm this hypothesis on the basis of archeological evidence, as the authors
admit. If pa-ke-te-ri-ja is reconstructed as pakt�er�ıa, then gnathoi for pakt�er�ıa ‘cramps for sealing’
uel sim. might be a plausible translation. Be that as it may, considering the uncertainties that
affect the interpretation of pa-ke-te-ri-ja and in order to avoid arbitrariness in the analysis of the
semantic values of the adjectives in -te-ri-jo, the term will not be taken into account.

3. THE SEMANTIC VALUES OF THE ADJECTIVES IN -TE-RI-JO

As already mentioned (Section 1), the suffix *-yo- denotes belonging in a broad sense.
However, the semantic values of the Mycenaean adjectives in -te-ri-jo can be further refined to
provide a more homogeneous picture of their meaning. As seen in the presentation of the
corpus above, the proposed meanings vary considerably. It is therefore worth asking whether
the sequence -te-ri-jo admits the same interpretation in all cases.

The aim of this section is to analyse the Mycenaean occurrences and examine them in
relation to the semantic values of the adjectives in -tḗrios from the first millennium B.C. in
order to achieve a more uniform interpretation of the data.

43 Varias Garc�ıa (2007: 837).
44 Varias Garc�ıa (2008: 781).
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3.1. The semantic values of the Mycenaean adjectives in -te-ri-jo

Adjectives with the suffix *-yo- denote belonging in broad terms, but, as far as the Mycenaean
adjectives in -te-ri-jo are concerned, these can be interpreted as having two additional
semantic values, alongside a group of adjectives of uncertain value:

a. Pertaining: ra-pte-ri-ja
b. Means: tu-ru-pte-ri-ja, sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja and to-ka-te-ri-ja
c. Doubtful cases: pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo

The adjective ra-pte-ri-ja provides evidence of the semantic value of Pertaining, namely of the
original value of the suffix *-yo-. Accordingly, the meaning ‘(reins) intended for the saddler’ or
‘repaired reins’ (Section 2.6) seems to be the most reasonable possibility. As will be seen
below, ra-pte-ri-ja and perhaps ko-re-te-ri-jo, and less likely pu-te-ri-ja, are the only cases in
Mycenaean to show the original semantic value of Pertaining. These cases reveal some
hesitation in regarding the suffix -tḗrios as a single unit, which should not be surprising, as it is
such ‘bridging contexts’ that allow innovations to emerge.45 As Ruijgh (1967: 99) notes, ‘la
fonction de -ιο- consiste �a d�esigner l'appartenance d'une fac�on g�en�erale: p. ex. dήlιος
‘appartenant au dῆlος, destin�e au dῆlος, concernant le dῆlος’ [‘the function of -ιο- consists in
designating the membership in a general way: e.g. dήlιος ‘belonging to the dῆlος, intended for
the dῆlος, concerning the dῆlος’], but the evidence from Mycenaean, as argued below,
suggests that the suffix -tḗrios was undergoing change. The following examples point to the
fossilization of the two suffixes: -tḗr(+)ios > -tḗrios.

The second category, Means, is closely related to the semantic values of Patient and
Instrument.46 There are three terms with this semantic value in the Mycenaean corpus: tu-ru-
pte-ri-ja, sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja and to-ka-te-ri-ja.

With regard to tu-ru-pte-ri-ja strypt�er�ıa, which appears substantivized in all its attestations
in Mycenaean, it seems that Instrument and, more precisely, Means is the most appropriate
semantic value.47 Adjectives in -tḗrios often exhibit this value in Greek of the first millennium
BC. when they accompany a noun referring to an object, that is when they do not accompany
an Agent (Section 5). As already mentioned (Section 1), Mycenaean Greek preserves examples
of nouns in -tḗr with the value of Instrument (o-pi-ra3-te-re, au-te), and it is therefore not
surprising that the suffix -tḗrios can also assume the value of Means.

Means also seems to be the most suitable semantic value in relation to sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja and
to-ka-te-ri-ja. Indeed, both refer to objects which serve to achieve a goal. Thus, sa-pa-ka-te-ri-
ja are ‘(animals) for sacrifice’, namely ‘animals by means of which a sacrifice is made’ and ki-
wa-ra to-ka-te-ri-ja are ‘wickerwork for targets’, that is, ‘wickerwork by means of which
shooting (with javelins?) is practiced’. It could be argued that the notion of Pertaining in a
loose sense is the prevailing one. Thus, ‘(animals) intended for the sacrificer’ or ‘wickerwork
intended for the aimer, for the one who aims (with a javelin)’ are also possible alternatives.
However, the Instrumental values of the nouns in -tḗr and -tḗrion and the semantic value of

45 See Luj�an (2010: 169–70).
46 Means is here understood as a “non-prototypical Instrument”. For the features of the “prototypical Instrument”

and the relation between non-prototypical instruments and other semantic categories in natural languages, see
Stolz (1996); (1997). The proximity of Patient and Instrument is not self-evident and is not undisputed, but see
Luj�an (2010) who discusses this relation. On the process of acquisition of the Instrumental value in phrases containing
nouns in -tḗr with adjectival value, see Luj�an (2015: 545).

47 A semantic analysis as Instrument (i.e. “prototypical Instrument) is excluded, as neither an Agent nor a Patient
can be presupposed. Both notions are absent from the Mycenaean contexts where the word tu-ru-pte-ri-ja is attested.
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Means (‘non-prototypical Instrument) in tu-ru-pte-ri-ja demonstrate that -tḗrion and -tḗrios
were already conceived as a unitary suffix in Mycenaean times.

With regard to the ‘doubtful cases”, pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo are believed to have the
general value of Pertaining to a group similar to that of ra-pte-ri-ja: ko-to-i-na pu-te-ri-ja ‘plot
intended for the pu-te’ and ke-ke-me-no ko-re-te-ri-jo ‘(lands) intended for the ko-re-te’. A
clear parallel to the cases of pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo is provided by the phrase ra-wa-ke-si-
jo te-me-no *lawag�esios t�emenos ‘the t�emenos of the lag�etas' (PY Er 312.3).48 This is land (te-
me-no) that is intended for the ra-wa-ke-ta, an official. Similarly, the ko-to-i-na pu-te-ri-ja may
be intended for or concern the pu-te and the ke-ke-me-no ko-re-te-ri-jo for the ko-re-te.
However, as already discussed, there are examples of adjectives in -tḗrios in Mycenaean which
suggest that other semantic values are possible.

4. THE TERMS PU-TE-RI-JA AND KO-RE-TE-RI-JO

The word pu-te-ri-jamodifies ko-to-i-na, ‘plot of land’, while the word ko-re-te-ri-jomodifies ke-
ke-me-no, a term denoting the state of a piece of land. Both words form part of the Mycenaean
vocabulary of land, a lexical groupwhich presents particular difficulties in its interpretation.49 In
order to interpret these adjectives, it is first of all necessary to ask whether the technical terms
referring to the state of the land denote its administrative state or its agricultural state. Scholars
have convincingly argued for both views. In the first case,50 ki-ti-me-na and ke-ke-me-na would
mean ‘inhabited (land)’ and ‘uninhabited (land)’, respectively; in the second,51 ‘(land) under
cultivation’ and ‘abandoned land’. If we accept that the vocabulary of land refers to the
administrative state of the land, the phrase pu-te-ri-ja ko-to-i-na can be understood as ‘plot
intended for the pu-te, for the planter’. The same can be said of ke-ke-me-no ko-re-te-ri-jo ‘ke-ke-
me-no (land) intended for the ko-re-te’. In both cases, the suffix *-yo- would have themore or less
loose semantic value ofPertaining, as in ra-pte-ri-ja.However, the analysis of the semantic values
of the rest of the adjectives in -te-ri-jo reveals a value ofMeans (‘non-prototypical Instrument’),
which isconsistentwithaprocessof fossilizationof thesuffix-tḗrios similar to theonethataffected
-tḗrion (Section 1). In this case, we would not be dealing with derivatives in *-yo- but in -tḗrios.

That being so, in parallel to the interpretation of sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja as ‘(animals) for
sacrifice’, it is possible to venture the interpretation ‘plot for planting’52 or even ‘plot on
which to plant’, where pu-te-ri-ja could have a Locative semantic value.53 This interpretation
is in line with the argument that the vocabulary of land refers to the agricultural state of the
terrain, at least in the case of ki-ti-me-na and of the terms related to the IE root *tḱei-, such as
a-ki-ti-to.54 Indeed, if we accept that a-ki-ti-to �aktiton means ‘uncultivated land’,55 ki-ti-me-na
may be taken to mean ‘cultivated land’ and pu-te-ri-ja, a parallel of ki-ti-me-na in Knossos,56

would consequently mean ‘(plot) intended for planting’, ‘plot on which to plant’.57 The term

48 In addition to the fact that, according to Van Brock (1960: 229) and the objections of Ruijgh (1967: 99),
adjectives in *-yo- do not express possession, the lands to which these adjectives refer were not really in the possession
of their holders, but were probably lands which were frequently managed by the da-mo and whose ultimate owner is
unknown. See Zurbach (2017).

49 On the lexicon of land, see for example Palmer (1998–1999) and Del Freo (2001).
50 For example, Del Freo (2001).
51 For example, De Fidio (1987, 2008).
52 De Fidio (2008: 173).
53 On the relation between non-prototypical instruments and locatives see, among others, Stolz (1996); Luj�an

(2010).
54 Piquero (2018, 2019).
55 Piquero (2019).
56 Del Freo (2001: 33).
57 Luj�an (2012: 136).
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ke-ke-me-na clearly corresponds to ki-ti-me-na in Pylos, but its meaning remains subject to
debate.58 On the other hand, if pu-te-ri-ja ko-to-i-na means ‘plot for planting’, then Del Freo's
hypothesis about the two levels of land occupation (Section 2.3) would have to be
reconsidered. The fragmentary state of the tablets makes any conclusion difficult, although it
is probable that both having a plot as a pu-te and having a pu-te-ri-ja plot mean that the task
of the landholders, the pu2-te-re ‘planters’, was to ‘plant’ the plots.

As regards ko-re-te-ri-jo ke-ke-me-no, scholarship accepts without objections the interpre-
tation ‘ke-ke-me-no (lands) of the ko-re-te’ in line with ra-wa-ke-si-jo te-me-no on PY Er 312.3.
The adjective has a possible semantic value of Pertaining, as the case of ra-pte-ri-ja
demonstrates, but, following the argument about the fossilization of -tḗrios, another
alternative may be suggested. If the word ko-re-te-ri-jo is related to the noun ko-re-te, as is
likely, it would be interesting to interpret the term based on the meaning of the verb from
which ko-re-tḗr derives. Although there is no agreement on the etymology of ko-re-te,59 it
seems that it is related to the IE root *ḱerH3- ‘to nourish, feed, fodder’60 and that the agent
*kor�etḗr derives from an athematic verb *korḗmi (cf. kor�esai, kor�ennymi).61 If so, ko-re-te
would mean something like ‘he who lets grow’ the community and would be etymologically
related to da-mo-ko-ro, the name of another palace official whose second element would
belong to the same root.62 If this approach is correct, the phrase ko-re-te-ri-jo ke-ke-me-no
could be interpreted as ‘ke-ke-me-no (lands) for feeding, by means of which to feed’ with a
semantic value of Means.

The question arises as to what exactly it means that these ke-ke-me-no lands were intended
for feeding.63 There are at least two explanations, both of which can help us understand
better PY An(2) 830 and the use of the ke-ke-me-na lands recorded there. PY An(2) 830.10–
13 lists a series of qo-u-ko-ro *gwouk�oloi ‘cowherds’, who are probably related to the ke-ke-
me-na lands recorded in lines 2–9.64 It seems obvious that if there are cowherds it is because
there are cattle, although the word may have to be understood as herdsmen in a more general
sense, in which case they could be in charge of other animals too.65 The first option is that
the cows work the ke-ke-me-na lands, so that they can then be planted;66 the second is that
the ke-ke-me-na lands serve for grazing the animals themselves. As noted above, ko-re-te-ri-jo
is believed to be related to the root of kor�esai / kor�ennymi, the same found in ko-re-te and da-
mo-ko-ro. If this is so, the Mycenaean words related to the IE root *ḱerH3- would have the
meaning ‘feeding men, making the community grow’, a meaning which also appears in
Homer (Il.16.747; Od.8.98), in addition to ‘satiate’ in a figurative sense.67 There is, however,
another option. It has been suggested that the term ko-ro on TH Ft 219.1 should be
interpreted as k�oros ‘fodder’68, ‘satiety’ in Homer (Il.19.221, etc.).69 Thus, it seems that in
Mycenaean the root could refer both to the feeding of humans and animals. The latter sense

58 See DMic. s.v. and LGM s.v. jιvάmx. See also Zurbach (2017: 82).
59 DMic. s.v.
60 On the problems presented by this root, see Garc�ıa Ram�on (2010: 76–82).
61 Garcia Ram�on (2010: 87). See also Ruijgh (1986); LGM s.v. jοqέmmυlι.
62 Garc�ıa Ram�on (2010: 76–82).
63 Needless to say, ‘land for feeding’ is a metonymy for the crops that grow on that land.
64 Palaima (1989: 115).
65 See the discussion in Palaima (1989: 113).
66 Like those appearing on KN Ch. See Zurbach (2017: 125–7).
67 Il.13.365; 18.287; Od.4.541; 23.350. See also Ruijgh (1986: 383).
68 Garc�ıa Ram�on (2010: 82–3). Although there is no agreement: see DMic.Supl. s.v. ko-ro.
69 Garc�ıa Ram�on (2010: 85): “‘le fourrage pour des animaux’, attest�e depuis Hom�ere avec le sens figur�e de ‘sati�et�e’,

cf. jοqέmmυlι ‘se rassaisie’”.
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also appears in Homer: �ê tis ka�ı Trṓ�on kor�eei k�ynas �ed’ oi�ono�us dḗm�oi ka�ı s�arkessi ‘many
a Trojan now will glut the dogs and birds with his fat and flesh” (Il.8.379 f.).70 Finally,
ko-re-te-ri-jo ke-ke-me-no might have offered both possibilities and served to feed both
humans and animals, as they could include both cultivated and uncultivated parts, which is
common in agriculture.71

Thus, given the semantic values of the adjectives in -te-ri-jo, ko-to-i-na pu-te-ri-ja and ke-ke-
me-no ko-re-te-ri-jo could also be interpreted as having the semantic value of Means with the
meaning ‘plot to plant’ and ‘ke-ke-me-no lands to feed’, respectively.

5. THE SEQUENCE -TE-RI-JO: ONE OR TWO SUFFIXES?

Having studied the evidence from Mycenaean, it is worth asking whether the suffix -tḗrios was
already fossilized as a single suffix in Mycenaean times or was still interpreted by speakers as
two suffixes: -tḗr(+)ios. In order to answer this question it is necessary to review the
Mycenaean attestations of the suffix and the semantic values which it has in alphabetic Greek.
As noted by Chantraine (1933: 43), the suffix was not very productive in Greek, as it was soon
replaced by -tik�os. It appears mostly in the language of tragedy, which leads
Chantraine (1933: 45) to conclude that ‘il �etait r�eserv�e au vocabulaire archa€ısant de la
trag�edie, de la religion’ [‘it was reserved for the archaic vocabulary of tragedy, of religion’]. It
is possible that in the fifth century BC the suffix sounded as archaizing and that the new
formation -tik�os was more in keeping with Ionian-Attic prose. However, the Mycenaean
evidence suggests at least two things: (1) that the formation was relatively frequent in Greek in
the second millennium BC; and (2) that it was not limited to the religious lexicon.72

The values of the adjectives with the suffix -tḗrios in Greek of the first millennium BC
depend on the noun with which they combine. If the noun is an Agent [+ control], they have
the semantic value of Agent, but if they modify nouns with the semantic value of Force73 or
Instrument [+ manipulable], they assume the value of Instrument.74 Below are some examples
showing both values in Greek of the first millennium BC:75

1 Agent: the adjectives in -tḗrios have the value of Agent when the noun which they modify
refers to entities occupying the highest position on the scale of agentivity (‘prototypical
agents’), for example, when they function as epithets of gods or refer to men or animals:
Dseỳs aleks�etḗrios ‘Zeus the Saviour’ (A.Th.8); prostat�er�ıas Art�emidos ‘Artemis the
Protectress’ (A.Th.449 s.); herm�êi mast�er�ı�oi ‘Hermes the Searcher’ (A.Supp.920); �andra
lymantḗrion ‘destructive man, destructor, who destroys’ (A.Ch.764); m�y�opa kin�etḗrion
‘agitating horsefly’ (Α.Supp.307);

2 Instrument/Means: the noun which they modify occupies a lower position on the scale of
agentivity, ‘external cause, force’: sk�êptron eythyntḗrion (A.Pers.764) ‘ruling sceptre’; desm�a
limantḗria (A.Pr.991) ‘destructive bonds’; h�armata polemistḗria (Hdt.5.113) ‘chariots for
war’; m�ythous thelkt�er�ıous (A.Eu.81) ‘enchanting speeches’; thus�ıan peyst�er�ıan (E.El.835)
‘sacrifice to/by means of which to ask (the gods)’.

70 Also in Il.13.831 s.; Il.17.241. Ruijgh (1986: 383–4) and Garc�ıa Ram�on (2010: 82–83) cite other similar passages.
71 That some kind of cultivation technique was practiced on the ke-ke-me-na lands seems to be confirmed by KN

Uf(3) 835 where a pu-te ‘planter’ is assigned to a ke-ke-me-na plot. For possible interpretations of this text, see
Zurbach (2017: 82).

72 It is not used in Homer, except in the noun hekjsήqιοm, probably for metrical reasons. See Ruiz Abad (2014:
140).

73 Forces do not have the feature [+ control] of the prototypical Agents and are different from Instruments in that
they lack the feature [+ manipulable].

74 Luj�an (2015: 544–7).
75 Only a few significant examples will be included from among the oldest attestations of the suffix -tḗrios.
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The Mycenaean evidence suggests that the sequence -te-ri-jo was undergoing a process of
change. Thus, in the case of ra-pte-ri-ja, perhaps also of ko-re-te-ri-jo and, less likely, of
pu-te-ri-ja, the suffix *-yo- seems to function independently, forming adjectives with the
semantic value of Pertaining: -tḗr(+)ios. However, the rest of the examples suggest that the
speakers perceived the sequence -te-ri-jo as a single suffix -tḗrios. This is demonstrated by the
semantic value ofMeans (‘non-prototypical Instrument’) of tu-ru-pte-ri-ja, sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja and
to-ka-te-ri-ja. The fossilization of the suffix -tḗrion in Mycenaean (Section 1) and the testimony
of nouns in -tḗr with an Instrumental value also point in the same direction. The cases qualified
as ‘doubtful’, pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo, do not allow an unambiguous interpretation. They
may represent a stage of fragmentation of the suffix -tḗr(+)ios with the semantic value of
Pertaining (‘bridging context’), but may also be taken to exhibit a value which is in line with the
rest of the examples of adjectives and nouns in -te-ri-jo. Whatever the case, the interpretation of
pu-te-ri-ja as ‘(plot) for planting’ seems consistent with the interpretation of the Mycenaean
lexicon of land and,more specifically, with the terms deriving from the IE root *tḱei- (Section 4).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the corpus of Mycenaean adjectives with the sequence -te-ri-jo shows that the
suffix was in a period of change from its conception as two suffixes, -tḗr + ios, to its
fossilization as one: -tḗrios.

The word ra-pte-ri-ja presents the semantic value of Pertaining, which suggests a
twofold interpretation of the suffix. However, the examples of tu-ru-pte-ri-ja, sa-pa-ka-te-ri-
ja and to-ka-te-ri-ja are consistent with the semantic value of Means, which is closely
related to the already existing value of Instrument attested in Mycenaean nouns in -tḗrion
and nouns with the suffix -tḗr (Section 1). The last two cases, pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo
are uncertain. The analysis of the corpus of adjectives and nouns in -te-ri-jo indicates that
ko-re-te-ri-jo may be interpreted as having the semantic value of Means, while pu-te-ri-ja
might have had this same value or even a Locative value. Either way, one cannot rule out
the possibility that both adjectives still preserve the notion of Pertaining deriving from the
value of the still fragmented suffix *-yo-. This interpretation is, however, less consistent
with the evidence that shows an incipient fossilization of the suffix -tḗrios, although it
would be consonant with the idea of the so-called ‘bridging contexts’ which favour
semantic change. Moreover, the interpretations of pu-te-ri-ja and ko-re-te-ri-jo proposed
here suggest that the Mycenaean vocabulary of land could refer to the agricultural and
not the administrative state of the land. The case of a-ki-ti-to and, consequently, of ki-ti-
me-na seem to point in the same direction. Unfortunately, very little is known about the
ke-ke-me-na lands. Let us hope that new texts and further research will shed some light on
this complex area of the Mycenaean lexicon.
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PTT3 = Jos�e L. Melena, The Pylos Tablets. Third Edition. With the collaboration of

Richard J. Firth, Vitoria: Universidad del Pa�ıs Vasco, 2021.
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